Whatever Your Budget
Improve Outcome For All Your Students!
Earn Extra Income For Your School!

 Outstanding offers on our workbooks
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Order Now
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Buy hard copies
32 pages @ £3.00 each. 40 pages @ £3.50 each

MESSAGE FROM THE
——AUTHOR——
Having been a private maths tutor for over twenty five years, I
firmly believe that in order for the students to build a strong
foundation and gain a good grasp of the core concepts in
maths, rigorous practice is required.
These workbooks are inspired and developed from the vast
experience I have gained by creating countless customised
examples and worksheets to support the individual needs of
students I have taught over many years, revealing the misconceptions
and difficulties students can encounter learning maths.
Following on from the success I have had using these workbooks
with my own students, I am keen to offer them to teachers to
support their pupils and parents interested in helping their
children build a solid foundation in mathematics.

Advantages of using Alphareach workbooks
 Comprehensive coverage of a topic linking different strands within
mathematics to develop a deeper understanding of essential
mathematical concepts.

 The workbooks can help as an intervention strategy to support
struggling pupils or to challenge more able pupils.

 Pupils can look back through the workbook and monitor their own
progress.

 The workbooks emphasise key words and facts repeatedly.
 Lots of practice to enhance problem solving skills.
 The workbooks are effective as a stand-alone topic to learn or as
a supplement to an existing curriculum.

 No loose sheets that can get lost or crumpled.
 No random pick and mix questions.
 Time saver for busy teachers.
 Support for supply teachers.
Order as hard copies, PDFs or customise to suit your needs.
Achieving Success!
Educators know that poor numeracy skills can hold back pupils’
progress and can lower their self-esteem. The love of learning
maths comes from being able to solve a mathematical problem
with confidence.
Alphareach workbooks provide pupils with structured practice in
order to develop a deeper understanding of a topic. They connect
different concepts in maths, enabling pupils to gain confidence and
improve their skills to meet their target grades and achieve success.

SELL
Workbooks-Hard Copies For Sale
RECOMMEND THESE WORKBOOKS TO PARENTS...

 Interested in supporting their children at home.
 Of pupils who need extra practice to develop their ability in
mathematical thinking and numeracy skills.
All you have to do is tick the appropriate book from the list and
pass it to the parents.
No of
Revenue
books sold Earned

5

£ 1.00

10

£ 2.00

25

£ 5.00

50

£ 10.00

100

£ 20.00

250

£ 50.00

500

£100.00

Sale of Books to Parents
Excellent
Value!
32 page
workbook
@
£3.00 each

40 page
workbook
@
£3.50 each

See pages 10 to 15 for the list of workbooks.

Email: info@alphareach.com
Text or call: 07927 579051 between 9am to 6pm

USE
Workbooks-Hard Copies For Use In Class
Possible ways you can use these workbooks in class...






Scheduled classroom use by the teachers or teaching assistant.
Classroom use by supply teacher or cover supervisor.
Combination of classroom and home use.
Home use; solely for setting home work.
Extracurricular use; homework and numeracy clubs on your
school premises can use these workbooks for added support.

MAKE THE SAVINGS!
 Make savings by putting an end to time consuming
preparation, photocopying and loose sheets of
papers getting lost!

 Save time searching on the internet for resources.

Save
Money

Save
Time

The workbooks are topic-based and compiled in a series so pupils
can make progress from one workbook to another, building a strong
foundation.
They are a great resource, saving the busy teachers time in
preparation and reducing lesson planning leaving you with time to
do the job you love most - teach your students!

For more information contact us by

email, text or phone.

SELL
Workbooks - PDFs For Sale
LOGO
YOUR SCHOOL LOGO

A SCHOOL LICENSE

With the school‟s
licences, your school‟s
logo and name is placed

You get a school‟s license
to print as many copies
as you need of the

Get a master PDF file with your school logo added for free.

 You receive license to print unlimited workbooks.
 You are able to recoup your investment by just
selling 42 workbooks if selling at £3.00 each.
£125.00
 Or choose your own mark up.
per

PDF file!

No renewal fees. Unlimited print outs.

Place an order now by...
Email: info@alphareach.com
Text or call: 07927 579051

between 9am to 6pm

USE
Workbooks - PDFs For Use In Class
Super Savings!
 No monthly subscription
 No annual renewal fees
 Yes! Only a one-off cost

Specific

Save
Money

Fantastic
Deal!

SMART Goals


You can set pupil specific targeted
objectives using the Alphareach series
of workbooks.

Achievable



You can monitor and measure pupils
progress.

Relevant



Revise and review their work.



Working through the books will build
pupil confidence in their own abilities.

Measurable

Time-Based

Opportunity to Practice!
Alphareach workbooks provide plenty of rigorous practice,
reinforce concepts and develop problem solving skills. It may
seem odd to go against the tide of online learning; however to
understand and grasp a mathematical concept fully, pupils still
require rigorous practice.
Alphareach workbooks are the ideal choice!

SELL
Tailored Workbooks - For Sale

Outstanding
Offer!

Add extra pages if
necessary!

Some of your pupils may require extra practice. We can add
more exercise pages to the existing workbooks based around
the same topics for extra practice.
We can adapt the workbooks
 Personalise the resources to suit your pupils’ needs.
 Design to support pupils in reaching their full potential.
 Sell the customised workbooks.

Cost: £125 per workbook one-off fee.
 Additional customised pages unique to your needs
cost a one-off fee of only £10.00 per page.
 No renewal fees. Unlimited print outs.


Place an order now by...
Email: info@alphareach.com
Text or call: 07927 579051 between 9am to 6pm

USE
Tailored Workbooks - For Use In Class
Workbooks Tailored To Your Needs
You know best the strengths and
weaknesses of your pupils.
Some of them may require more
practice to master a given topic in
mathematics, so adding extra
pages that suits their needs is the
best option.

We make it easy for you to help your pupils reach their full potential.

Benefits of adding extra pages!
Get the exact support for your pupils without you
having to spend hours searching for resources.
Save money - adding the extra pages is a one-off cost.
There are no subscription or renewal fees.

Save
Time
Save
Money

An innovative approach to these workbooks allow pupils to:
 Build on prior knowledge using scaffolding strategies.
 Mark their own progress as they advance through the book.
 Gain confidence in their own abilities by being able to quickly
look back at previous tasks they have accomplished.
 Feel a great sense of an achievement when they have completed
the book.
 Develop an in-depth knowledge of a topic.

Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 1
The importance of developing good writing skills
Dr Rosemary Sassoon
“Once children can write the letters of their own names, they need to be taught
the correct movement of each letter of the English alphabet. If this is not done, then
incorrect movement becomes a habit which is progressively more difficult to change”.

What makes the Alphareach letter formation workbooks special?
Throughout the practicing letters and numbers formation series I have used the
Sassoon fonts. They were specially researched and designed by Dr Rosemary
Sassoon, an expert on handwriting, particularly of children learning to write.
The Sassoon typefaces are friendly and legible letters, easy to read and write
for young pupil. These fonts are representation of handwritten letterforms. The
arches reflect the movement of handwritten forms they have exit strokes on the
baseline. These exit strokes encourage spontaneous joins between letters, whether
separate or joined.

No yearly subscription just one-off fee for a PDF file.
License to print copies of the workbook for your school.
Books in this series
Ref No Workbook Title

Availability
Hard
Copy

PDF


HWPC1

Practicing pen control (16 Pages - Size A4)

HWUC2

Practicing upper case letters (32 Pages- Size A4)





HWLC3

Practicing lower case letters (32 Pages - Size A4)





HWUL4

Practicing upper & lower case letters (32 Pages- Size A4)









HWNM5 Practice number writing one to ten (32 Pages- Size A4)
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Order
By

Text or Phone: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

| www.alphareach.com

Description of the workbooks
Each page of the book is designed using a tracker and dotted typeface with three
different point sizes. For increasing levels of writing confidence.
Sample
style
How is tracker typeface helpful?
The tracker typeface is an outline letterform. The direction
arrow helps the pupil to start in the correct place. The pupil may be allowed to go over the letters more than once
refining the motor movements by keeping inside the outline. They can use coloured pencils to track the letter to
make practicing the formation of letters a fun thing to do.

How is dotted B typeface helpful?
Dotted B is used to reﬁne motor movement, with its direction
arrow reminding pupils where to start. It gives pupils
conﬁdence when tracking more closely over the dots.

Special
Offer

Buy these four handwriting formation PDF
and get the Pen Control Book 1 for free!
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Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 1
The importance of building vocabulary from an early age
Reading and spelling of CVC words are important skills to learn for early readers
especially in years 1 and 2.
These vital phonic skills reinforces spelling patterns of CVC words. It encourages
students to blend and segment onsets and rimes of single syllable words.

What makes the Alphareach word building workbooks special?
This series of workbooks is designed in a simple uncluttered style to strengthen all
four components of language learning.
 Speaking
 Listening
 Reading
 Handwriting skills

The Sassoon fonts are used all throughout
the workbook for ease of reading and
developing handwriting practice.

Books in this series

Availability

Ref No Workbook Title

Hard
Copy

PDF

CVCBK1 CVC word building Book 1 (16 Pages - Size A4)







CVCCBK2 CVCC word building Book 2 (36 Pages- Size A4)







More workbooks in this series are planned
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Customise

Text or call: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

| www.alphareach.com

Description of the book 1
The CVC workbook covers approximately 250 CVC words as
well as the tricky words from th and wh family. All the CVC
words are presented on pages 4 and 5 of the workbook.
This is handy if you want to just get the pupil to read the
words and use them in a sentence.
Description of the book 2
The workbook 2 covers a mixture of common
four and five letter words.
It is excellent for teaching pupil to read, spell,
write and make sense of the words.

CC
CCV
VC
CVCC
CVV
VVC
C

CVC
th wh
CC
CCV
VCC
CC
CCV
VCV
C
CV
VCCC

How does it work?
Both the word building workbooks are versatile and can be used in a variety of
ways to support the individual pupils independent learning plan.
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Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 1 & Lower 2
The importance of learning to count money
From an early age, children know that money is used to buy all things they need
or want. They are instinctively aware that money is a medium of exchange, they
naturally recognise that learning to count money is an important skill to have at a
very practical level.

What makes the Alphareach money sense workbooks special?
The Money Sense Series of workbooks empowers pupil to:
 Recognise and know the value of different denominations of coins
 Combine amounts of money to make a particular value
 Find different combinations of coins that equal the same amounts of money
 Engages the pupil in doing mental calculations

Special
Offer

Books in this series
Ref No

Workbook Title

Money Sense Book-1A (32 pages)
Counting money from 1p to 20p
Money Sense Book-1B (32 pages)
MSBK1B
Counting money from 20p to 50p
Money Sense Book -2A (32 pages)
MSBK2A
Counting money from 50p to £1.00
Money Sense Book-2B (32 pages)
MSBK2B
Counting money from 50p to £1.00
MSBK1A
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Availability
Hard
Copy

PDF

























Custom

Text or call: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

| www.alphareach.com

Description of the workbooks
The Money Sense workbooks engages pupil in a variety of counting exercises
strengthening their capacity for mental calculations.
The exercises enables pupil to:
Count the given number of coins
Add a specific value of money; this gives the pupil practice in adding numbers
Cross off a specific value of money; this develops pupil‟s skill for takeaway.
Count in TEN‟s and ONEs; this supports the understanding of the place value.
Double and halve the given amount of money; reinforce the idea of multiplying
by two and dividing by two.
Solve simple problems in a practical context involving addition and subtraction of
money of the same unit, including giving change.

Does your pupils‟ require extra practice?
Email us with your request.
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Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 1 & Lower 2
The importance of Nurturing Numbers
The most important and fundamental experience of mathematics for pupil in
years 1 and 2 is to develop a sound understanding of numbers from 0 to 100.
Having a good grasp of numbers is crucial to developing mental fluency in
numeracy.

What makes the Alphareach Nurturing Numbers workbook special?
The nurturing numbers workbook familiarises pupil with whole numbers
from 1 to 100 laying a firm foundation of numbers. Working through
the workbook will prepare pupil to confidently progress on to using 3
and 4 digit numbers and beyond.

Special Offer!
£8.00 per page.
Contact us if you require more pages to be added to the workbooks.
Books in this series

Availability

Ref No Workbook Title

Hard
Copy

PDF

NNBK1

Nurturing Numbers Book 1 (32 pages)







NNBK3

Nurturing Numbers Book 2 (32 pages)







More workbooks in this series are planned
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Customise

Text or call: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

| www.alphareach.com

NNBK1 Nurturing Numbers (32 pages)
The workbook enables pupils to:

Count, read and write numerals from:
1 to 10, 1 to 20, 1 to 50 and 1 to 100.
Read and write numbers in words
Add and subtract; 1, 2, 5 and 10 from a given number.
Write one number before and after a given number.
Write numbers in order from 0 up to 100
compare numbers; use <, > and = signs
Identify odd an even numbers.
Arrange numbers on a number line

NNBK3 Nurturing Numbers (32 pages)
The workbook enables pupils to:
Read numbers up to 1000
Write numbers up to 1000
Write numbers in words up to 1000
Add and subtract; 1, 2, 5 and 10 from a given number
Write one number before and after a given number
Write numbers in order from 0 up to 1000
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Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 1 & Lower 2
The importance of telling time
Being able to tell time is an important activity that pupil from years 1 and 2 can begin
to experience in a practical way. They can begin to appreciate the value of time by
checking the times of the routines that they need to perform.

What makes the Alphareach telling time workbooks special?
The telling time series is a guided structured series of books that teaches pupil
the basics of recognising time to the hour, half an hour, quarter past an hour,
quarter to an hour and in increments of five minutes.
The workbooks engages pupil to explore the analogue clock face, write the time
showing in words and digits.

A Special Cross Curricular Workbook
FFTM1 Finding Facts About Time (36 pages)
This workbook critically develops the awareness of the
passage of time introducing three different measuring
systems; clocks, calendars and seasons. This workbook
is cross curricular and supports the pupil‟s development
in numeracy, literacy, handwriting skill and general factual
knowledge of time. The workbook is relevant for pupils in
years 2, 3 and 4 though it can be useful for some pupils
in other years.
The workbook introduces the pupils to the relevant key words and abbreviations
associated with time, expanding their vocabulary and improving spelling. It engages
learners to reflect on the changing seasons and related seasonal colours with the
poems encouraging visual imagery.
The Talk About! sections opens up many possible topics of discussions with the
pupils.

18

Text or call: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

| www.alphareach.com

TTBK1 Telling Time Book 1 (32 Pages)
Recognise time, write and draw clock hands to...
 The hour.
 Half past.
 Quarter past and quarter to the hour.
 One hour later or before.
 Introduction of roman numerals on the clock face.

TTBK2 Telling Time Book 2 (32 Pages)
Recognise time, write and draw clock hands to...
 Hour and half past.
 Quarter past and quarter to the hour.
 Time of five minutes interval.
 One hour and half an hour before and after.

Books in this series
Ref No

Workbook Title

Availability
Hard
Copy

PDF

Custom

TTBK1

Telling Time Book 1 (32 Pages)







TTBK2

Telling Time Book 2 (32 Pages)







FFTM1

Facts About Time (36 pages)





More workbooks in this series are planned
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Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 2
Importance of knowing the Times Tables and Division facts by
heart:
The importance of understanding and knowing the times tables and
the corresponding division facts by heart cannot be overlooked. It sets
the foundation to grasping further concepts in mathematics such as
fractions, percentages, area, volume, probability etc for the pupil.

T h e P D F fi le o f

T im e s Ta b le s

w o rk b o o k s a re a t
a sp e ci a l o n e -o ff
p ri ce o f £ 8 0 e a ch .
OR
B u y th e w h o le se t
fo r a o n e -o ff p ri ce
of £ 3 7 5

You can also request
to add extra pages to
any of the workbooks.

The Times tables series
workbooks are available
in a PDF format!
Your school logo will be
added with an optional
license for sale to your
pupil.

Text or call: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

This workbook focuses
on 2, 5 & 10 times tables
and the corresponding
division facts (40 pages)
Ref No: TTBK1

| www.alphareach.com

This workbook focuses
on 3, 6 & 9 times tables
and the corresponding
division facts (40 pages)
Ref No: TTBK2

This workbook focuses
on 4, 8 & 7 times tables
and the corresponding
division facts (40 pages)
Ref No: TTBK3

W

Alphareach „Times tables and division facts‟ workbooks will help your
pupil build a firm foundation in multiplication and the corresponding
division facts. The workbooks provides pupil practice examples set in
different format and keywords used in exams.

This workbook focuses
on 2 to 9 times tables
and the corresponding
division facts (48 pages)
Ref No: TTBK4
This workbook focuses
on 11 to 15 times tables
and the corresponding
division facts (48 pages)
Ref No: TTBK5

B
p
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Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 2
The importance of learning fractions
The basic skills to understand and confidently use fractions, is crucial for everyone
to master. We can't escape fractions in our daily lives; we use it in cooking,
budgeting, travelling etc.
Fractions are also foundational to learning and understanding other maths topics
such as percentages, area and perimeter, probability, algebra to name but a few.

What makes the Alphareach fraction workbooks special?
Each of the workbooks illustrates with numerous examples and reinforces the idea
of a whole in different contextual situations for instance a 2D shape, a discreet
whole like an apple or a basket full of apple, and a continuous whole in terms of
measuring weight, lengths, volume and time.

Workbooks in the fraction series
Basics
Basics
Basics
Basics

of
of
of
of

Fractions Book
Fractions Book
Fractions Book
Fractions Book

1
2
3
4

Equivalent Fractions Book 1
Equivalent Fractions Book 2
Equivalent Fractions Book 3
Add and Subtract Fractions Book 1

with same denominators
Add and Subtract Fractions Book 2

with different denominators
Add and Subtract Fractions Book 3

with improper fractions
Fraction Collection BK1

Instant recall of the multiplication tables
and the corresponding division facts are
essential precursors to learning and
building confidence in doing fractions.
The Alphareach times tables series of
workbooks is an excellent resource in
helping your pupil understand and learn
these fundamental facts and associated
key words, coupled with frequent verbal
quizzing.
The Alphareach workbooks are good
value for your money available at a
hugely discounted price.
Check pages 20 - 21.

Text or call: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

| www.alphareach.com

FRBS1 Basics of Fractions Book 1 (32 pages)
This workbook encourages pupils to explore the unit fractions of half, third and a
quarter in common 2D shapes, discreet quantities and continues measurements.
The pupil will be able to calculate unit fractions as sharing in equal parts, similar
to dividing and identify fraction as part of one whole.
Prerequisite:
Pupil must have a good grasp of their 2, 3 and 4 times tables and the corresponding division.
FRBS2 Basics of Fractions Book 2 (32 pages)
This workbook revises the unit fraction of half, third and quarter from workbook
1 and proceeds to introduce pupils to the unit fractions of a fifth, sixth, seventh,
eighth and ninth and consolidates the concept, that to find a fraction of a given
quantity you must divide by the denominator.
Prerequisite:
Pupil must have a good grasp of their times tables and the corresponding division
from 2 till 10.

FRBS3 Basics of Fractions Book 3 (32 pages)
FRBS4 Basics of Fractions Book 4 (32 pages)
Pupils explore problems related to non-unit fractions and begin to realise that to find
a fraction of a quantity they must divide by the denominator and multiply by the numerator.
They continue to recognise fractions with increasing levels of difficulties in the context of parts of a whole, numbers, times, angles, money, mass, volume, length and
shape.

Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 2
FREQ1 Equivalent Fractions Book 1 (32 pages)
Recognise equivalent fractions of half, thirds, two thirds,
quarters and three quarters from the diagrams.
Detect relationships with times tables and the
corresponding division facts.
Express one number as a fraction of another and simplify.
Knowledge of times tables and the corresponding
division of 2, 3 and 4 will enable pupils to work
through this workbook confidently.

FRBS2 Fraction Basics Book 2 (32 pages)
Recognise and show equivalent fractions with
denominators of 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 from diagrams.
Detect relationships multiplication and division.
Use common multiplier or common factors to
calculate the given equivalent fraction.
Express one number as a fraction of another and
simplify.

FREQ3 Equivalent Fractions Book 3 (32 pages)

Compare and order fractions with different denominators
using fraction wall or common multiple.
Identify, name and write equivalent fractions of a given
fraction, represented visually using a square grid.

Express one number as a fraction of another and
simplify.

Text or call: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

| www.alphareach.com

Add and Subtract Fractions with the
same denominators Book 1 (32 pages)

 Add fractions with the same denominators.
 Subtract fractions with the same denominators.
 Calculate fractions totalling to one whole.

FRAS2 Add and Subtract Fractions with
different denominators Book 2 (32 pages)







Recall multiples.
Add and subtract proper fractions with different
denominators.
Solve multi step fraction problems with
different denominators.
Add and subtract fractions totalling one.

FRAS3 Add and Subtract Fractions with
Improper fractions Book 3 (32 pages)




Recognise improper fractions from diagrams.
Add and subtract improper fractions with the
same denominators.
Add and subtract improper fractions with
different denominators.

Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 2
The importance of Decimal Numbers
Decimal is one of the most important topic you have to teach pupils
after they have mastered learning to count whole numbers. Decimals
are used in money, measurements, probability to list just a few topics.
When whole numbers are not enough!
Decimal numbers are used in situations where data from continuous
measurement is needed to be presented precisely.

What makes the Alphareach Defining Decimals workbooks special?
The Alphareach Defining Decimals workbooks are designed and developed
to give added support to teachers and parents in explaining the concept
of decimals in depth and provides plenty of rigorous practice for the
pupils to internalise the concept and gaining confidence in their ability
to add, subtract, multiply and divide using decimals.
Alphareach Defining Decimal workbooks are designed in two parts
part A and part B.
The tasks in workbook part A
facilitates pupils to explore the
decimal number system.

The tasks in workbook part B
shows pupil how to calculate
using decimals with extra
practice examples.

Text or call: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

| www.alphareach.com

DCBK1A Decimal Basics Book 1A (32 pages)
Enables learners to explore numbers to 1.d.p.
 Convert decimals to fractions of tenths.
 Round to the nearest whole number.
 Compare less than or greater than.
 Mentally add and minus to 1.d.p.
 Read decimal from a scale.

DCBK1B Decimal Basics Book 1B
Enables learners to:
 calculate with 1.d.p.
 Multiply and divide by 10, 100 and 1000.
 Multiply and divide by whole numbers.
 Add and subtract decimal numbers.
 Solve problems using decimal numbers to 1.d.p.

Remember we can add more
pages to suit your needs!
Books in this series

Availability
Hard
Copy

PDF

DCBK1A Decimal Basics Book 1A (32 Pages)







DCBK1B Decimal Basics Book 1B (32 Pages)







Ref No

Workbook Title

Custom

Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 2
The importance of area and perimeter
The spatial awareness and understanding of the area and its boundary - the perimeter,
in a mathematical as well as the physical context for the pupil is important. It lays
the foundation for progressing on to other geometric concepts such as volume,
trigonometry, algebra and calculus.

What makes the Alphareach area & perimeter workbooks special?
The Alphareach area and perimeter workbooks familiarises the pupils with the
concept of area and perimeter, using rectangles and squares than moving on to
compound shapes and letters.
Tasks are set to give pupil freedom to construct rectangles and other 2D shapes
within a specified constraints. This approach allows pupil to engage in creative
activity giving them the opportunity to see and test relationships and properties
of and between area and perimeter.
The workbook highlights the use of metric units of lengths; mm, cm, m and km.
Importantly the knowledge and instant recall of times tables
and the corresponding division facts will assist the pupil to
confidently calculate area of rectangles in workbook 2.

Books in this series

Availability

Ref No

Workbook Title

Hard
Copy

PDF

APBK1

Area and Perimeter Book 1 (32 pages)







APBK2

Area and Perimeter Book 2 (32 pages)













2DSBK1 2D Shapes Book 1

More workbooks in this series are planned
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Custom

Text or call: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

| www.alphareach.com

Description of the book
APBK1 Area and Perimeter Book 1
This workbook enables pupil to:
 Count and measure area and perimeter of rectangles
 Count area and perimeter of compound shapes
 Reflect and count area of compound shapes
 Draw lines of symmetry where appropriate

Description of the book
APBK2 Area and Perimeter Book 2
This workbook enables pupil to:
 Calculate area and perimeter of rectangles and squares
 Explore relationships between the length, area and perimeter
 Explore and calculate the area and perimeter of L shapes
 Explore and calculate the area and perimeter of nets
 Calculate area and perimeter of rectangles using the
coordinate points
Description of the book

2DSBK1 2D Shapes Book 1
This workbooks enables pupil to:
Identify and draw common 2D shapes
Examine triangles
Explore properties of quadrilaterals
Explore pentagons, hexagon, heptagon, octagon, nonagon
and decagon both as a regular and irregular shapes
Draw lines of symmetry
Locate shapes in coordinate space
Find area and perimeter
Suitable of upper key stage 2
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Workbooks Suitable for Key Stage 2
The importance of Directed Numbers
Directed numbers - as positive and negative numbers are known in mathematical
terms are extremely important topic for pupil at upper key stage 2 to learn. It
sets the foundation to doing algebra and coordinate geometry successfully.

What makes the Alphareach Directed Numbers workbooks special?
The Alphareach Directed numbers workbooks enables pupils to see and use the
numbers on the number line with zero at the centre stretching out in both the
positive and negative direction giving them a sense of continuity of numbers.
Additionally there are worked examples explaining step by step how to calculate
using the four rules of arithmetic operations; addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division with plenty of practice examples for pupils to learn and internalise
the concept.

Books in this series

Availability

Ref No Workbook Title

Hard
Copy

PDF

DNBK1

Directed Numbers Book 1 (32 pages)







DNBK2

Directed Numbers Book 2 (32 pages)







Further topics to learn BIDMAS workbooks

Customise

Text or call: 07927 579051 from 9am to 6pm
Email: info@alphareach.com

| www.alphareach.com

DNBK1 Directed Numbers Book 1 (32 pages)
Read and interpret negative and positive numbers
in real life situation.
Read scales with negative and positive numbers.
Compare and workout the differences between
the positive and negative numbers in context of
real world problems such as temperatures, sea
level money etc.
Add and subtract directed numbers.

DNBK2 Directed Numbers Book 2 (32 pages)
Explore how negative and positive numbers are
used in real life situations.
Use the directed number rules to:
 Add negative and positive numbers
 Subtract negative and positive numbers
 Multiply and divide positive & negative numbers

Remember
If you feel that your pupil requires more practice, get in touch, email
me with your request, I am happy to customise the workbooks to suit
your needs.

OUR OFFER AT A GLANCE!

Sell

Use





Buy PDFs
One off fee £125.00





Customise content of the workbooks





Buy hard copies

32 pages @ £3.00 each. 40 pages @ £3.50 each.

Today
you
lead your
students.

Tomorrow
your students

will lead
the world.

Email: info@alphareach.com
Text or Phone: 07927 579051
144 Bradford Road, Dewsbury, WF13 2AH

